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Abstract

Objective: Our objective of the work was to identify the type of Mycobacterium at species level with an aim to diagnose and treat the resistant strains by using MDR strains in infecting patients to identify the infecting Mycobacterium and to find resistance at the level of genes tested using molecular biology of line probe assay methods.

Design: We tested various samples for Mycobacterium by using microbiology and molecular biology method of TB-TMA from clinical suspects. With use of Amplification of gene and line arrays of bacteria we determined the susceptibility character of drugs of infecting Mycobacteria in the patients.

Results: We were able to identify Mycobacterium tuberculosis by measuring the activity at Promoter level of Mycobacteria and determined their first and send line of drug sensitivity using molecular biological tools of drug susceptibility of MDR and XDR sure methods developed by us. We could detect mutations in repo B gene imparting drug resistance to Rifampicin or Kat G gene and In A gene to Isoniazid from patients’ samples infected with Mycobacterial species or resistance to fluoroquinolone, by detecting mutations in gyrA gene and rrs gene that imparts resistance of bacteria to injectable antibiotics. We were able to also Identify Mycobacterium Other Then Tuberculosis (MOTT)

Material and methods

Samples: We obtained samples of clinical TB suspects from various multispecialized hospitals in our Norquest laboratory at Central lab, Indore (MP). These patients were recorded in the hospitals and tested using medical, for treatment of patients. The clinical suspects were tested by medical specialists to have pulmonary or extra pulmonary TB, tested by medical methods like chest radiography, CT scan, pleural tap and CBC tests and dispatched. The samples were transported immediately to our Laboratory under cold temperature conditions. Both the pulmonary as well as extra pulmonary samples were analyzed in our laboratory for diagnosis of tuberculosis. For Drug Sensitivity test three consecutive early morning sputum samples were collected by laboratory technologist, according to protocol in our NABL accredited, Central lab-Norquest, Indore. The samples were processed on the same day or were kept at +4°C till processed. The Medical diagnosis of suspects was done by medical specialists. And M. tuberculosis was detected using TB-TMA method to identify the infecting bacteria as described earlier.

Conclusion: We found great variations in the genes of Mycobacterium infecting patients tested in our lab. We were able to find drug sensitivity or resistance of each bacteria infecting, which proved out to be very useful for Clinicians for prescription of the drug regimen based on the infecting bacteria in individual patient according to type of species the patient is infected with Multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR/TB) is tuberculosis disease caused by organisms, which show different level of resistance to Isoniazid or Rifampicin, which may not show resistance to other anti-TB drugs. With increase in MDR TB around the world, among new cases, as well as in the previously treated ones as reported by WHO (2010) [1] & [2].

Introduction

The condition that occurs due to usage of antibiotics by patient, who halts the medication upon feeling better or due to lack of affordable drugs sufficient to kill 100% bacteria becoming resistant, to even to the two most powerful anti- Mycobacterium drugs like Isoniazid (INH) and Rifampicin (RMP). The first-line treatment anti-TB drugs may result in further spread of MDR bacteria in the Population [3]. Utilizing molecular detection of tuberculosis from clinical suspects in our study included samples presented here from various tissues for isolation of Mycobacterium to study the drug susceptibility of each bacteria infecting patient isolated from clinical suspects in our laboratory.

Earlier, we had reported utilization of modern molecular biology methods in conjugation with classical methods for identification of M. tuberculosis infection to assist with the judgment for prescription of right therapy for the Mycobacterium infected individual [3], The prevalence of pulmonary tuberculosis in district Jabalpur were reported [4]. We utilized the, methods of identified by Mycobacterium, using modern molecular biology tools and recording the occurrence of multi drug resistance in Mycobacterium from the isolates from clinical suspects obtained from our various centers of India, in our lab. We in this short report identified the occurrence of MDR TB existence in India and presented. India is
among 27 MDR-TB countries, the country holds a huge burden of MDR TB and, holding high MDR-TB [3,5]. We present herewith the type of infection bacteria in infected patients using molecular identification of bacteria at their genetic level for picking the drug of choice for treatment in patient.

**Result**

**Figure 1:** First line drug resistance- Line array for identification of drug sensitivity/resistance in Mycobacteria by identification of rpo, inh A, kat G gene in *Mycobacterium tuberculosis*.

**Figure 2:** 2nd line drug resistance- Line array for identification of Drug sensitivity/resistance in Mycobacteria with identification of ggrA, rrs and embB gene in *Mycobacterium tuberculosis*.
Using molecular biology-based line array we were able to detect *Mycobacterium* anti biotic sensitivity. As seen in Figure 1, the infecting bacteria found was found to be resistant to first line drug Isoniazid and Rifampicin. The control lines of Conjugate control (CC), Amplification (AC) and *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (TUB) were detected there was clear mark on wild type bands (WT1-7) were detected, rpo B marking as noted in Figure 2, demonstrating the and Kat G WT indicating sensitivity to both Rifampicin and Isoniazid drugs by line line array for *Mycobacteria*, while no resistant gene bands were found.

**Figure 3:** A identification of MOTT by Analysis Gc- rich gram-positive bacteria.

**Figure 4:** Identification of MOTT - *M. kanasaii*. 
In one patient test for second line of drugs sensitivity infection with isolate resistant to fluoroquione by using molecular biology, detected isolate resistant to fluoroquione, though showed hybridized line for gyr A wild type (WT) were seen as well as Gyr A mutant and with line for rrs gene Wild type were detected and EmbB gene ethambutol and injectable antibiotics like kanamycin, amikacin and capreomycin and viomycin as seen in Figure 3. Another infected patient, we were able to detect hi GC rich bacteria as seen in Figure 4, and detected patient infected with facultative strain of M. kansasii as seen in Figure 4 and could detect M. chelonae as seen in Figure 5. The control bands CC, AC and TUB bands were found to be up to the mark Indicating correct mark for the test performed.

Figure 5: Identification of MOTT - M. chelonae.

Discussion

The World Health Organization has now in year 2016 has announced a new recommendation for a nine-month shortened treatment regimen for multi-drug resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB) patients. Years of research and clinical studies from The Union and its partners have proved fundamental in preparing an evidence base for this ground-breaking announcement and World Health Organization has accepted the rapid method of line probe assay recently towards the treatment of MDR patients. Earlier followed treatment against MDR-TB had included, which had terrible side effects, including permanent hearing loss. The treatment is tedious for clinicians to administer along with patients to follow regimen strictly. Globally MDR-TB is a public health emergency where, 480,000 people contract MDR-TB are found which are further rising. This is the reason on-going studies into even shorter regimens to continue further. Diagnostic Research and evidence are fundamental to beating the tuberculosis disease.

Presence of a resistant strain of M. tuberculosis in a patient newly diagnosed with TB who were not previously been treated with anti TB drugs along with the old patients who were earlier treated with TB Therapy medication. Such treated patients are likely to have been infected with a strain that was already drug resistant. Such cases may possess “primary” drug resistance. The drug resistance in a previously treated TB case is the presence of a resistant strain in a TB patient who has previously received at least one month of TB therapy, but during the course of anti-tuberculosis treatment, drug resistance could have emerged as “secondary” or “acquired” drug resistance. Thus, tuberculosis epidemiology is globally becoming a complex blend of reactivation of organism, leading to further spread of newly developed strains, in the population. Close molecular biology-based investigations are helpful for deciding the strategies to identify and treat the developed of infection in the population. For induction of therapy to be provided to infected patients to stop further spread accordingly. This type of study is useful for understanding the development of
infection in a population to assist and to direct the patient towards the therapy. Understanding the occurrence and spread of infection in Community is crucial for the management of Drug-Resistant TB, which is though difficult and should not be over looked? The treatment of drug resistant TB depends upon the bacterial agent infecting the patient for example the patient is treated with regimen for 2 months followed by 4 months of rifampin and Isoniazid as described earlier [4].

Previously, we had reported utilization of modern method of molecular biology in conjunction with classical methods for diagnosis of M. tuberculosis, for assisting clinicians for their quick decision for directing patients for perception to drugs [4]. While Dr. Bajpai [6] had highlighted the importance of combination of AFB smear microscopy, culture, histopathology and PCR methods for diagnosis of genital tuberculosis in women clinical suspects. In present work, apart from identification of the Mycobacterium sp, we could detect Mycobacterium, at their species level or detecting Mycobacterium other then tuberculosis, to know their antibiotic susceptibility. We tested both pulmonary and extra pulmonary samples, from clinical suspects of TB for detection of Bacteria at gene level and determined the Multiple Drug Resistance in Mycobacterium, occurring in, in our laboratory. We were able to identify type of MDR Mycobacterium detected for choosing the ideal therapy for individual patient, depending upon the infecting microorganism. Mostly all Mycobacteria drug resistant species can be controlled by drugs and/or resection surgery [7]. The regimens for treating M. tuberculosis have an initial phase of 2 months, followed by a either of several options for the continuation phase treatment in patients of either 4 or 7 months, under strict rule of non-interruption of drug usage. The treatment of drug resistant bacteria is carried out with the usage of combination of drugs that augment effect of individual drug for the treatment of Multi Drug-Resistant tuberculosis in a positive way [8]. We had recently studied multi drug resistant pattern in samples of clinical suspects from Indore [9]. Treatment of patients depends depending upon the identified tuberculosis as described before [10]. In today’s era of development of new multi drug resistant Mycobacterium, in country new therapeutic regimen is needed to be able to completely destroy the infecting resistant Mycobacterium, as reported earlier [11- 14]. The Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex (MTBC), have been reported to vary widely in different countries [14]. In the present study presented herewith we present the findings of detection of Mycobacterium infecting in India, tested in our laboratories [15-20].

That in India, MDR-TB is still at a higher risk and can be further amplified to develop newer strains along with preexisting strains which could be associated with development of extreme drug resistant (XDR-TB) Mycobacterium may there by further prorogate in the population if not controlled [21]. Our data for Molecular biology methods of identification of type of bacteria infecting patients indicates towards controlling infection spread further in the population in India. In our tests we could visualize conjugate control band (CC) that determines the efficiency of conjugate binding and substrate reacting as and TUB band determining M. tuberculosis Complex shown in Figure 1. To find Inh and rpo B wild type genotype as seen in Figure 1 directing towards the infection with no resistance band detected pointing towards the bacteria to be sensitive to both rifampicin and isoniazid. M. tuberculosis complex include pathogens causing the classical M. tuberculosis, M. bovis, M. afri-canum, M. microti, as well as the newly recognized MTBC members, M. pinniped and M. caprae species [22- 24]. Even with evolution, M. tuberculosis remains one of the most established pathogens known to humans inspire the availability of its treatment, vaccine and antimicrobial agents. The adaptability of Mycobacterium reflects a very ancient mark of evolution. The method we used include specific DNA extraction from bacteria from clinical sample, followed by amplification with biotinylated primers and further reverse hybridization of single stranded biotin labeled ampiclons to membrane bound probes and detecting the developed with addition of a streptavidin / alkaline phosphates conjugate as described in Material and methods [25]. We used MTBDR plus test based on DNA-Strip to identify M tuberculosis complex and its resistance to Rifampicin or isoniazid from patient material. The identification of rifampicin was identified by mutation of rpoB gene [26-28]. While high level Isoniazid was detected by ket G or inh A located in promoter region of Mycobacterium. In most patients we detected sensitivity as shown in Figure 2. We were able to detect Mycobacterium resistant to fluoroquinolones (e.g.ofloacin and moxifloxin) showing mutation in gyrA gene, and rrs gene, but resistant to injectable antibiotics but sensitive to ethambutol’s with no occurrence of mutations in embB gene as shown in. We were able to detect. infection due to Mycobacteria other than tuberculosis complex, by different species including M. kansasii, M. chelonae, M. immunogenum infection as seen in Figure 3-5 at gene level of infecting Mycobacteria in year 2012- 2014. The, we present herewith the work of diagnosis done in our Norquest Indore laboratory with the use of modern molecular biology methods [29- 33].

Conclusion

We were able to detect different variations in the genes of drug resistant Mycobacterium infecting patients obtained from our various centers in India. We were able to find drug sensitivity of each bacteria infecting which proved out to be very useful for Clinicians to specifically to prescribe the drug regimen based upon the infecting bacteria in each patient.
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